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Abstract. Mean proper motions and parallaxes of 205
open clusters were determined from their member stars
found in the Hipparcos Catalogue. 360 clusters were
searched for possible members, excluding nearby clusters
with distances D < 200 pc. Members were selected using
ground based information (photometry, radial velocity,
proper motion, distance from the cluster centre) and
information provided by Hipparcos (proper motion, par-
allax). Altogether 630 certain and 100 possible members
were found. A comparison of the Hipparcos parallaxes
with photometric distances of open clusters shows good
agreement. The Hipparcos data confirm or reject the
membership of several Cepheids in the studied clusters.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this work is to determine proper motions and
parallaxes of open clusters using the Hipparcos Catalogue
(ESA 1997). We will focus here on the more distant open
clusters and try to find proper motions for all clusters with
distances greater then D = 200 pc. In combination with
accurate photometric distances and radial velocities, the
proper motions will provide valuable information on the
kinematic parameters of the galactic rotation curve and
the distance to the galactic centre. They are also useful
to study the formation and evolution of the open cluster
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system. These questions will be addressed in a forthcom-
ing paper. The present paper provides the observational
database for these studies.

Stars in open clusters were searched and proposed
by Wielen & Dettbarn (1985) and selected by a specific
working group within the INCA Consortium during the
creation of the Hipparcos Input Catalogue. However, the
Hipparcos Catalogue may contain additional cluster stars
not selected by this working group: first, there may exist
bright cluster stars that have so far not been studied at
all or were studied in detail only after the creation of the
Hipparcos Input Catalogue. Such stars could have entered
the Hipparcos Catalogue as part of the all sky survey. In
addition, cluster stars may have been proposed by other
research groups if they are of astrophysical interest.

It therefore seemed appropriate to perform a new
search for stars in open clusters. Sections 2 and 3 de-
scribe the selection of the open clusters and the search for
Hipparcos stars in the cluster fields.

Section 4 describes the way in which cluster members
were identified among the candidates and the next sec-
tion describes how the mean astrometric parameters of the
clusters were determined. Section 6 lists the classification
of the Hipparcos stars and presents the mean astrometric
parameters of the open clusters. Two applications of the
astrometric parameters are also described in this section.
First, we compare the Hipparcos parallaxes with the pho-
tometric parallaxes of the open clusters to check for sys-
tematic errors in both methods. Second we use the proper
motions of the open clusters to check the membership of
several Cepheids. Section 7 summarises our results.

2. Cluster selection

The basic data of the open clusters (positions, distances,
magnitudes of brightest stars) were taken from the cat-
alogue of Lyng̊a (1987). 1151 open clusters are listed
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in his catalogue, most of which however are too faint for
Hipparcos. We therefore removed all clusters that have
never been studied at all, since they are presumably very
faint and even if they contain stars bright enough for
Hipparcos, there is no information available to identify
them as members. In addition, we omitted clusters where,
according to Lyng̊a (1987), brightest members are fainter
than V = 12 mag, since it is very unlikely that they
contain Hipparcos stars. Nearby clusters with distances
D < 200 pc were also omitted from our analysis. This
was done because they have large angular diameters, so
that the assumption of a common proper motion of all
cluster stars is not valid for them. They require a differ-
ent kind of analysis (for example convergent point meth-
ods like in Perryman et al. 1998), which is beyond the
scope of the present paper. Nearby clusters not discussed
here include the Hyades, Pleiades, Coma Ber, IC 2391,
IC 2602, α Persei Cluster, Praesepe (NGC 2632) and the
UMA Star Cluster. Hipparcos results for most of them can
already be found in the literature (Perryman et al. 1998;
van Leeuwen 1999; Robichon et al. 1999). Our final list
contained 360 clusters which may have members in the
Hipparcos Catalogue.

We note that Lyng̊a (1987) lists two additional clus-
ters with distances less than 200 pc (Col 399, Upg 1),
but Baumgardt (1998) has recently shown on the basis
of proper motions from the Hipparcos and ACT (Urban
et al. 1997) catalogues that they do not exist at all. We
finally note that Platais et al. (1998) found several new
cluster candidates in the Hipparcos Catalogue, but most
of them require further study to confirm their reality.

3. Member search

Stars can only be gravitationally bound to a star cluster if
they are located inside its tidal radius. If a star cluster is
seen from outside, this corresponds to a spherical region
on the sky inside which stars must lie in order to be bound
to the cluster. To find the members, we therefore took a
rough estimate for the tidal radius (we assumed 12 pc, the
tidal radius for a 1000 M� star cluster in the solar neigh-
bourhood), the cluster distance from Lyng̊a (1987), and
calculated the angular diameters of these regions. They
were then searched for Hipparcos stars and 2900 stars were
found altogether.

4. Member selection

The crucial part in the determination of the mean astro-
metric parameters of star clusters is the proper separation
of members and non-members. This is especially impor-
tant in the present case since we will typically have only
a few stars per cluster (sometimes only one star), so that
a single misclassified field star can already influence our

final solution considerably. Since the information provided
by Hipparcos is not sufficient to separate the cluster mem-
bers from the field stars, we had to judge the membership
by combining Hipparcos data with information provided
by ground based studies. These include:

– Photometry and spectroscopy;
– Proper motions;
– Radial velocities;
– Parallaxes;
– Angular distances from the cluster centres.

The following paragraphs will illustrate this approach.

4.1. Photometry and spectroscopy

Multicolour photometry and spectroscopy were our main
criteria for the membership determination due to the fact
that they are available for most stars and rule out member-
ship for many of them. We performed a literature search
for each cluster and noted the classification of our can-
didates in the various studies. We did not examine the
membership on our own, since in most photometric stud-
ies the data was already carefully analysed by the authors
themselves.

4.2. Proper motions

The main proper motion source is the Hipparcos
Catalogue itself. If the proper motion of a cluster is
already known from a few certain members in the
Hipparcos Catalogue, it is possible to check the member-
ship of the remaining stars with the proper motion of
the cluster: new members are expected to have proper
motions in agreement with the known members. However,
the majority of our clusters do not have proper motions
which clearly separate them from the field stars, therefore
a matching proper motion in the Hipparcos Catalogue
is a necessary but not a sufficient criterion for cluster
membership.

In some cases we combined the Hipparcos proper mo-
tions with proper motions of additional members found in
the TRC Catalogue (Høg et al. 1998). This was done for
clusters where we could find no common motion among
the Hipparcos stars or where only one member could be
found in Hipparcos and we regarded it necessary to check
its membership further. We also checked our proper mo-
tions against proper motions derived by Glushkova et al.
(1999) from the TRC Catalogue.

Ground based proper motions were also used for the
member determination. They are available for about 40 of
the studied clusters. Ground based proper motions have
generally the same or an even higher accuracy than the
Hipparcos proper motions. Unfortunately, since they are
not on the Hipparcos system, they cannot be directly com-
pared with Hipparcos. Due to their accuracy, they were
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nevertheless a powerful tool to eliminate field stars from
our sample.

4.3. Radial velocities

High precision radial velocities are best suited to distin-
guish between members and non-members. Since they are
available for relatively few stars only, their application
is limited to a small number of clusters. They neverthe-
less give valuable information, since the studied stars are
often giants or variable stars for which photometry and
spectroscopy are of limited use.

4.4. Parallaxes

Parallaxes are provided by the Hipparcos satellite. They
put tight limits to the distances of nearby stars, but get
less and less accurate the further the star is away. For
most clusters they were able to eliminate a few foreground
stars, but the majority of the field stars have parallaxes
which would be compatible with the assumption of a
cluster membership.

4.5. Angular distance from the cluster centre

While the surface density of a star cluster drops from the
inner to the outer parts, the density of the background
remains essentially constant. Thus, a star seen close to
the cluster centre is more likely a member than a star
near the tidal radius. The angular distance therefore gives
some hints for the classification of stars.

Our final classification was made by taking into ac-
count all the information we could get. Stars were di-
vided into three categories (members, possible members
and non-members) according on how well they fulfilled
the membership criteria.

5. Determination of the mean astrometric parameters

We neglected perspective effects and assumed that all clus-
ter stars have similar proper motions and parallaxes. This
is justified by the large distances and resulting small an-
gular diameters of the clusters studied. Due to the large
distances the internal motions of the cluster stars can also
be neglected.

Stars included in the Double and Multiple Systems
Annex of the Hipparcos Catalogue, i.e. with C, G, V, O
or X entries in field H59, were not used to derive the mean
astrometric parameters, since the astrometric solution de-
rived by Hipparcos is affected by the binary nature of these
stars, as described in Robichon et al. (1999).

The mean astrometric parameters were kindly calcu-
lated for us by Floor van Leeuwen. For clusters contain-
ing more than one star, he used the method described in
van Leeuwen & Evans (1998) to calculate the mean astro-
metric parameters. This method takes into account the
correlations that exist between the abscissae residuals of
Hipparcos stars measured on the same reference great cir-
cles. These correlations increase with decreasing angular
separation and are important in our case due to the small
angular diameters of the clusters studied. No such correla-
tions exist for clusters containing only one star, so we took
the solution for these clusters directly from the solution
given for the single member in the Hipparcos Catalogue.

Alternatively, we also calculated the astrometric pa-
rameters without taking small-scale correlations into ac-
count. This was done to estimate the influence of these
correlations. For that purpose, the cluster solutions were
obtained from the member stars by taking the mean of
their Hipparcos solutions.

6. Results

For 140 clusters no members could be found in the
Hipparcos Catalogue. In the remaining 205 clusters, we
found altogether 630 certain and 130 possible mem-
bers. They are listed in Table 1 together with some
non-members. The majority of non-members were never
supposed to be cluster stars since they have colours,
magnitudes and angular distances that clearly rule out
their membership. In order to keep Table 1 short, we
therefore list only non-members which could be found
in the “Database for Galactic Open Clusters” (BDA)
by Mermilliod (1995). These stars are presumably much
closer to the cluster centre than the majority of non-
members and many of them were previously thought to
be members.

Column 8 of Table 1 gives a membership probability
derived from the proper motions. It was calculated as fol-
lows: If a star was not used to calculate the mean clus-
ter motion, we took the difference x between the proper
motion of the cluster (taken from Table 2) and the star
and calculated the product of this difference with the sum
Σ of the covariance matrices of the star and the cluster
according to:
c = x′ Σ−1x. (1)
The dimensionless number c was then transformed into a
membership probability under the assumption that it is
distributed like a chi-square distribution with two degrees
of freedom. If a star was used for the derivation of the
mean cluster motion, we first calculated a solution for the
cluster without using the star in question and compared
the proper motion of the star with this new solution.

Most non-members were classified as such due to
their large proper motion differences relative to the mean
cluster motion. The remaining stars that were classified
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Fig. 1. Proper motion errors derived by taking small-scale cor-
relations into account compared to the uncorrelated solution
as a function of the number of cluster stars N . The crosses
show individual clusters, the dots mark the mean values for
a given N . The solid line shows a dependence proportional to
N−0.15 (exponent derived from Lindegren 1988), the dashed
line shows one proportional to N−0.14

as non-members were either too far away from the clus-
ter centre to be bound or had a photometry which was
incompatible with the assumption of cluster member-
ship. Possible members with a high probability for mem-
bership are often not well-studied, outlying stars. They
may be members according to their proper motion and
photometry.

Table 2 presents our final solution for the astrometric
cluster parameters, determined as outlined in Sect. 5. The
unit weight standard deviations show some scatter around
the theoretical value of one. This is caused by the small
number of stars available for most clusters. The mean
over all clusters that contain at least two stars is 1.01,
which is very close to the theoretical value. We note that
the unit weight standard deviations are generally smaller
than one for clusters with more than 5 stars in the astro-
metric parameter determination. Since the correlations of
the abscissae residuals become more important for clus-
ters containing many stars, this may indicate that these
correlations were slightly overestimated when the mean
values were calculated. If the small-scale correlations are
not taken into account, we obtain a mean unit weight stan-
dard deviation of 0.97 for all clusters, which is also very
close to the theoretical value of one.

Figure 1 compares the errors obtained by taking small-
scale correlations into account with the errors of the
uncorrelated solution. Shown is the ratio of the sums
σµ of the proper motion errors σµ =

√
σ2
µα∗ + σ2

µδ as

Fig. 2. Plot of the proper motions derived in this work minus
the proper motions from Robichon et al. (1999) for the clusters
in common

a function of the number of cluster stars N . If a cluster
contains only one star, this ratio must be unity, since both
solutions are taken directly from Hipparcos. For clusters
with more than one star, the mean error should be propor-
tional toN−0.5 in the uncorrelated case. For the correlated
case, Lindegren (1988) estimated an N−0.35 dependence,
so the ratio of the errors should be proportional to N−0.15.
Clusters containing less than 6 Hipparcos stars are best fit-
ted by a N−0.14 law, very close to the expected value. An
N−0.36 decrease can therefore be taken as a rule of thumb
to estimate the errors of the astrometric parameters for
correlated measurements in Hipparcos.

Robichon et al. (1999) determined absolute proper mo-
tions and parallaxes of all clusters that are closer than
300 pc or have more than 4 members in the Hipparcos
Catalogue. Figure 2 compares our proper motions with
theirs for the clusters in common. Although they also use
the Hipparcos Catalogue and a similar method to derive
the proper motions, the final results differ by typically
0.5 mas/yr, which is of the same order as the quoted er-
rors. The differences are due to differences in the stars
selected as cluster members and slight differences in the
abscissae formal errors and correlations that are used in
the methods of Robichon et al. (1999) and van Leeuwen
& Evans (1998).

6.1. Comparison of the Hipparcos parallaxes with
photometric distances

Loktin et al. (1994, 1997) and Dambis (1999) have deter-
mined distances and ages of open clusters on the basis
of published photometry. Their data represent large and
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homogeneous parameter sets. With the help of the
Hipparcos parallaxes, we can check for global errors f in
their distance scales:
RPhot = f ·Rtrue. (2)
Such errors can be detected with a test similar to that
used by Feast & Catchpole (1997): the (true) distance of
a cluster is connected with the cluster parallax π through
the equation
π = 1/Rtrue, (3)
so that an estimate for f can be obtained by inserting
Eq. (3) into (2):
f = 0.001 πHip RPhot. (4)
Here the Hipparcos parallax πHip is measured in mas and
the photometric distance is in parsecs. The mean over all
clusters was taken to derive f :

<f> =

∑ fi
σ2
i∑
1
σ2
i

· (5)

The errors σi on the right-hand side are a combination of
the errors in the Hipparcos parallaxes and the (random)
errors in the photometric distances to individual clusters,
taken to be 10% for the Loktin sample. Since the error
estimate of the photometric distance is done with the ob-
served distance and not with the true one, the above test
leads to a slightly biased estimate for f . Monte-Carlo sim-
ulations show that this bias remains small as long as the
errors in the photometric distances are not of the order of
40% or larger.

From 186 clusters in common between Loktin et al.
(1997) and this work, we derive a correction of f =
1.12 ± 0.05 to their distance scale, i.e. their distances
should be decreased by 12%. Part of this decrease may
be explained by the fact that Loktin et al. assumed an
Hyades distance modulus of (M−m)0 = 3.42, which is too
large since the Hipparcos data indicate (M −m)0 = 3.33
(Perryman et al. 1998). The errors in the photometric dis-
tances of Dambis (1999) are taken from their work. From
117 clusters in common, we obtain a correction factor of
f = 0.99 ± 0.06. Their overall distance scale is therefore
in very good agreement with Hipparcos.

Using the test of Arenou & Luri (1999), we can also
check the parallax errors in the Hipparcos Catalogue: the
difference ∆π between the Hipparcos parallax and the
photometric parallax πPhot = 1/RPhot

∆π = πHip − πPhot (6)
is mainly caused by the error in the Hipparcos parallax,
since the errors in the photometric parallaxes are only
of the order of 0.1 mas. If the errors in the Hipparcos
Catalogue are normally distributed and show no correla-
tions other than those that were already accounted for
in Sect. 5, the ratio of ∆π/σHip should also be normally
distributed.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of ∆π/σHip for the
Loktin et al. distances. A normal distribution provides

Fig. 3. Histogram of the normalised differences (πHip−
πLoktin)/σHip. A Gaussian provides a very good fit to the
data. Correlated errors of the order of 0.5 mas or larger
would significantly broaden the observed distribution and can
therefore be ruled out

a very good fit to the data. Narayanan & Gould (1999)
proposed correlated errors extending over angular scales
of 2 to 3 degrees and with amplitudes of up to 2 mas in
the Hipparcos parallaxes as the reason for the discrepancy
between recent photometric distances and the Hipparcos
distance to the Pleiades. Our clusters have small angu-
lar sizes and would be effected by such errors as a whole.
If they exist in the entire Hipparcos Catalogue, such er-
rors would significantly broaden the cluster distribution
in Fig. 3 (note that typical parallax errors of our clusters
are only 0.5 mas). Since such a broadening is not observed
we can rule out correlated errors with amplitudes of more
than a few tenths of a mas for the vast majority of our
clusters. A similar conclusion was drawn by Arenou & Luri
(1999). We confirm their results with a larger database.
We finally note that a similar result is obtained if the
distances of Dambis (1999) are used.

6.2. Cepheids in open clusters

The Hipparcos proper motions (and to a lesser degree also
the parallaxes) confirm or reject the cluster membership
of stars which are of astrophysical interest, like e.g. Wolf-
Rayet stars, red giants and various types of variable stars.
This may help to better define their physical parameters.
As an example, we discuss the membership of Cepheids in
our clusters.

11 Cepheids are included in Table 1. Many of them are
the only Hipparcos star in their cluster, so our classifica-
tion is entirely based on results found in the literature.
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Eight Cepheids are in clusters with two or more members
(see Table 3 and Fig. 4).

The membership of U Sgr (HIP 90836) in IC 4725
and of S Nor (HIP 79932) in NGC 6087 was already dis-
cussed by Lyng̊a & Lindegren (1998) on the basis of the
Hipparcos data. We confirm the cluster membership of
both Cepheids. DL Cas (HIP 2347) is a highly proba-
ble member of NGC 129 on the basis of its photometry
(Turner et al. 1992), radial velocity (Mermilliod et al.
1987) and proper motion (Lenham & Franz 1961). The
Hipparcos data confirm these results: from two cluster
members in the Hipparcos Catalogue we derive a clus-
ter motion which gives a membership probability of 34%
for DL Cas. The Cepheid is therefore very likely a cluster
member.

V Cen (HIP 71116) is a member of NGC 5662 accord-
ing to Claria et al. (1991). Figure 4a shows the proper
motions of the Cepheid and the other cluster stars. The
agreement is excellent and the Cepheid has a high mem-
bership probability of 90%. We conclude that it is a
member of NGC 5662.

The membership of SZ Tau (HIP 21517) in NGC 1647
was proposed by Efremov (1964a, 1964b) and confirmed
by Turner (1992) on the basis of UBV photometry and
spectroscopy. Geffert et al. (1996), based on proper mo-
tions from photographic plates, denied the cluster mem-
bership of the Cepheid. We could find five members of
NGC 1647 (three certain, two possible) in the Hipparcos
Catalogue. Their mean proper motion differs significantly
from the motion of the Cepheid and rules out its mem-
bership. Despite a rough agreement in the radial veloci-
ties of the cluster and the Cepheid (see the discussion in
Turner 1992), we conclude that SZ Tau is not a member
of NGC 1647.

EV Sct (HIP 91239) and Y Sct (HIP 91366) are pos-
sible members of NGC 6664. The membership of EV Sct
is well established by its radial velocity (Mermilliod et al.
1987). The membership of Y Sct is also very likely since
its mean radial velocity of γ = 17.8 km s−1 (Moffett &
Barnes 1987) is in good agreement to the mean cluster ve-
locity of rv = 17.8±0.2 km s−1 given by Mermilliod et al.
(1987). The Hipparcos data is in agreement with the ra-
dial velocities, since both Cepheids have high membership
probabilities of 81.8%. The cluster motion is however not
very well established since the two Cepheids are the only
cluster members in the Hipparcos Catalogue.

The situation is less clear for the Cepheids BB
Sgr (HIP 92491) and GH Car (HIP 54621). BB Sgr
was proposed to be a coronal member of Col 394 by
Tsarevsky et al. (1966). Its membership was later con-
firmed by Turner & Pedreros (1985) on the basis of
UBV RI photometry and by Gieren et al. (1998) on
the basis of new calibrations of the surface brightness
(Barnes-Evans) method. The Hipparcos data are incon-
clusive. Two Hipparcos members give a low membership
probability of 2.7% for BB Sgr, which is not completely

Fig. 4. Proper motions of Cepheids in clusters with at least two
other Hipparcos members, see Table 4. Not shown are U Sgr
in IC 4725 and S Nor in NGC 6087, which were already dis-
cussed by Lyng̊a & Lindegren (1998), and EV Sct and Y Sct in
NGC 6664. Cluster stars are shown by filled circles, Cepheids
without symbols

inconsistent with the assumption of a cluster membership.
If additional members from the TRC Catalogue are taken
into account, the membership probability of BB Sgr
drops to below 0.1%, raising serious doubts on its cluster
membership. We note here that the relative proper
motion of the Cepheid is pointing towards the cluster,
which advocates against a common origin of both. Given
also the large angular distance from the cluster centre,
we conclude that BB Sgr is unlikely to be a member of
Col 394.

GH Car is a member of Tru 18 according to Vazquez
& Feinstein (1990). From three stars in the Hipparcos
and TRC catalogues (1 from Hipparcos, 2 from the
TRC Catalogue), we derive a mean proper motion of
(µα∗/µδ) = (−6.79 ± 0.83/1.79 ± 0.75) mas/yr for
the cluster. This gives a relatively low membership
probability of 10% for GH Car. However, there is a
discrepancy in the photometric distances: from their
UBV RI-photometry, Vazquez & Feinstein (1990) found
a cluster distance of D = 1550 pc. The Cepheid seems
to be located further away, since the PL-relation of
Feast & Catchpole (1997) gives an absolute magni-
tude of MV = −3.55 and a distance of D = 2313 pc
assuming that the period, mean V magnitude and
reddening of GH Car are given by P = 5.72557 d,
<V > = 9.17 mag and E(B − V ) = 0.29 mag (Vazquez
& Feinstein 1990). GH Car is probably not physically
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Table 3. Proper motions of Cepheids and open clusters. The proper motions of the clusters are calculated without taking the
motions of the Cepheids into account. The constants c were calculated according to Eq. (1) and the membership probabilities
in Col. 12 were derived under the assumption that c is distributed like a chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom

Proper motion Cepheid Proper motion Cluster
Cepheid Cluster µα∗ σµ µδ σµ µα∗ σµ µδ σµ c Mem. Hipparcos stars used to calculate

[mas /yr] [mas /yr] [mas /yr] [mas /yr] Prob. the proper motion of the cluster

U Sgr IC 4725 −4.15 0.94 −6.05 0.70 −1.68 0.87 −6.39 0.62 3.83 14.7 90801, 90900

S Nor NGC 6087 −1.10 0.77 −1.20 0.70 −1.67 0.71 −1.60 0.66 0.51 77.3 79891, 79907, 79973

DL Cas NGC 129 −0.75 1.05 −1.38 0.73 −2.67 0.94 −1.85 0.65 2.16 33.9 2354, 2382

V Cen NGC 5662 −5.97 0.78 −7.18 0.67 −5.60 0.50 −7.33 0.51 0.21 90.0 71163, 71326, 71334, 71378, 71397,
71398

SZ Tau NGC 1647 −3.76 0.72 −6.77 0.52 −1.37 0.97 −1.02 0.77 41.6 0.0 21875, 22112, 22161, 22185, 22211

EV Sct NGC 6664 1.16 2.31 −2.84 1.73 −0.63 1.65 −2.20 1.29 0.49 81.8 91366

Y Sct NGC 6664 -0.63 1.65 −2.20 1.29 1.16 2.31 −2.84 1.73 0.49 81.8 91239

BB Sgr Col 394 −0.58 1.10 −4.93 0.68 −4.80 1.12 −4.78 0.69 7.23 2.7 92505, 92650

BB Sgr Col 394 −0.58 1.10 −4.93 0.68 −4.79 0.44 −6.22 0.37 15.43 0.0 92505, 92650, 1,6,12,22,26,27,28,33,
52,53,55,57,58,59,60,62,63,66,67,76

GH Car Tru 18 −8.56 1.08 3.74 0.84 −6.79 0.83 1.79 0.75 4.68 9.6 54668, 11, 16

Notes: Col 394: The numbers of the TRC stars in Col. 13 are taken from Claria et al. (1991). Tru 18: The numbers of the two TRC stars
are from Vazquez & Feinstein (1990).

related to Tru 18. Radial velocities would help to confirm
our conclusions concerning the last two Cepheids.

7. Summary

The proper motions and parallaxes of 205 open clus-
ters were determined from 630 certain and 100 possible
members found in the Hipparcos Catalogue. A compar-
ison of the parallaxes with photometric distances from
Loktin et al. (1997) argues for a decrease of the photomet-
ric distance scale by 12% ± 6%, while the distance scale
of Dambis (1999) is in good agreement with Hipparcos.
No evidence for unaccounted small-scale correlated errors
in the Hipparcos Catalogue is found by these compar-
isons. It therefore seems unlikely that such errors can ex-
plain the discrepancy between the Hipparcos parallax and
photometric distance estimates of the Pleiades as pro-
posed by Narayanan & Gould (1999).

With the help of the Hipparcos proper motions, we
can confirm the membership of the Cepheids U Sgr in
IC 4725, S Nor in NGC 6087, DL Cas in NGC 129 and
V Cen in NGC 5662 and can reject the membership of
SZ Tau in NGC 1647. The improved membership infor-
mation may lead to better estimates for the absolute mag-
nitudes of Cepheids.
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